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Two experiments were conducted to explore the nature ofthe cognitive representation ofthe complex social
category and its relationship to its constituent simple categories. Four models reflecting four possible ways the
feature structure ofthe complex category could be related to the feature structure ofits constituent categories were
proposed and evaluated in terms of applicability. The content structure of a complex category was predicted to
evolve over time and significant differences were predicted between the novel and the existent or familiar complex
category.
Subjects were asked to consider a novel or a familiar combination ofsocial category memberships and asked
to describe a member ofthe complex category. Their responses were compared to the responses ofsubjects who
described members of the simple constituent categories (in the first experiment) or to their own descriptions of
members of the simple constituent categories (in the second experiment). Subjects' representations of complex
categories were also analyzed in terms oftheir attribute components.
The results ofExperiment] clearly demonstrated people's abilities to represent multiple social categories as
complex categories. No single pure model wasfound to be applicable. A combination ofthe emergent, hierarchical,
and conjunctive category models seemed more appropriate. The novel category and the existent complex category
differed in terms of how much difficulty subjects seemed to have in generating the list ofattributes as indicated by
the length ofthe listing time.

•

The results ofExperiment 2 werefairly consisteni with thefindings ofthefirst experiment. The same differences
between the novel and the existent complex category conditions were found regarding auribuie components ofthe
cognitive representation. An emergent category model with elements of hierarchicality and category conjunction
seemed most applicable. The novel complex category was also found to be less rich and more difficult to describe
compared to its constituents whereas the existent category was, at least, equally rich and easy to describe compared
to its constituents.
The results ofthis study have implicationsfor research and theory on stereotypes, social ident ityand intergroup
relations.
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Medin andSmith(1984) discuss twotypesof
categorization: simpleandcomplex. Simplecategorization, the assignment of an entity to one
discrete category, has been the major focus in
boththecognitive andsocialpsychological literature and the term"category"often refersto the
mental representation of a simple class. (For a
review of the literature on simplecategories, sec
Smith and Medin, 1981.) There are many instances, however, when an entity is cross-categorized, belongs to many different classes at the
same time, or may be categorized as a conjunction of simpleclasses. <;ategories like maleath"lIDs paper is based on the author's doctoral dissertation research
submitted to the Department of Psychology at the University of
California, Santa Barbara. The direciion and advice of my doctoral
committee, Diane Mackie, David Hamilton, Roberta 'K!atzky, and
David Messick, are gratefully acknowledged.

lctes, woman doctor, etc. can be thought of as
composites of two simplecategories (malesand
athletes, women and doctors). These complex
composite social categories are the focus of interestin thisresearch. Whatis the natureof these
composite categories and what is their relationship to theirconstituents?
Medin and Smith (1984) note the growing
interestin this issue in the experimental cognition literature. Several theories have been proposedin the natural objectand semantic domain
literature for the structure of complex categories
and some degree of empirical support has been
provided for each (Ashby & Gott, 1988; Clark,
Gelman, & Lane, 1985; Cohen & Murphy, 1984;
Downing, 1977; Hampton, 1987, 1988; Osherson & Smith, 1981).
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In thesocialdomain,however, therehasbeen in, superimposed categorization (following
less theory and research on.complex categories. ' Tajfel & Wilkes, 1963,accentuation theory preMultiplegroup memberships are acknowledged diction) arid least in crossedcategories. Interandoftenreferred to i!1 theliterature; (e.g.,Allen, groupdiscrimination betweensubjectsbased on
Wilder, & Atkinson, 1983; Levine & Campbell, gender was eliminated when the,gender catego1972; Wilder,.1986), but discussions about their " rization was crossed with a random categorizastructureand use havebeen cast mainlyin terms tion like' the color ,of subjects' ballpoint pens.
of simplecategorization. Although thereis work :Vanbeselaere ,(1987), replicated these findings
on thecognitiveintegration ofcomplexinfonna-' using color of writing equipmentand supposed
tioninotherareaslikeattitudes (Anderson,1971;
,preference for a certain nature scene on slide as
.'
Fishbein& Ajzen,1975;J981;Rosenberg,1956) the basis for.grouping (cf. 'Brown and Turner,
and impression formation (Anderson, 1981; 1979). Commins and Lockwood (1978) also
Fishbein& Hunter,1964;Hendrick,1968), there demonstrated reducedintergroup discrimination ,
are few studies on cognitivestructures and pro- i~ crossedcategories, 'using the reai group catecesses involved in the integration of multiple gory of religion(Catholics versusProtestants in
.;;,
. social category information to, arrive ala com- Northern Ireland), .
-The above studies demonstrated that awareplex composite concept. Research on,multiple
, social categorization has focusedinsteadon the ness of one's own and others! complex social
relationships of the multiplegroupmemberships , catego~zation. has an impact on one's social
to one another" and the consequences on inter- , identity whichinturn affectsthe degreeof intergroup discrimination manifested. Exactly what
, group interactions,
,
,
For example, Deschamps and Doise (19,78) the cognitive-mechanism is that makes complex
noted that"the socialenvironment of an individ- categorization differentfrom simple categorizaual (or the conceptions he has of it) does-not. tion was left unexplored. Arcuri (1982) atalwaysconsistjustofhis~wn membership group tempted to answerthisquestion by studying the
and anothergroup; but rather, it will sometimes influence of categorization situations on "attriincludea networkofcategories which,insteadof 'bution memory."Hedemonstrated that the combeing in a simple juxtaposition, will tend to cut , plex category, as defined by the conjunction of
across each other (pp.143-:-144)." Doise and his simple categories, had stronger or weaker cateassociates comparedasimple categorization sit-' goryboundaries depending on therelationship of
uation with two typesof multiple categorization the component simplecategories to each other. '
situations: superimposed categoriesand crossed
Brewer.Ho,Lee,and Miller(1987)werealso
categories. Cross-categorization involves a situ- interested in cross-categorizatiori situationsand
ation where a target maybe classifiable as an tested four models of the possible pattern of
ingroupmember on thebasisof one groupmem- effects on,social identity: category dominance,
bershipbut as an outgroupmember on the basis additivity, category conjunction, and hierarchiof another group membership. Superimposed , cal ordering. They tested ,the validity of these,
categorization occurswhenthetarget is classifi- modelsas applied to categorydistinctions based
able.as an ingroup memberon thebasis of-all on genderandethnicidentityamongHongKong
relevant group memberships. Doise and Chinese school children. They interpreted their
Deschamps (1978) investigated the effects of resultsasconforming to thehierarchical ordering .
such multiplerepresentations on intergroup dis- model. Thereissomeambiguity in theirfindings,
crimination. Using intergroup discrimination in however, in, that results were not consistent
thesimplecategorysituation asthebaseline,they across the two dependent measures used.
foundthatintergroup differentiation wasgreatest
.
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Ina morerecentpaper.Brewer(1988) favors
a s.ibtyping processin socialcategorization and
arr ues for a hierarchical model whereall social
ca. egories may be viewed as "nested within supe:ordinate setsdefined by partitionings alonga
fe.. primarydimensions." Thusmultiple categoric; are not necessarily just theintersection of all
th. simple categories that are involved in the
cc nposite.The composite "woman and doctor,"
fc: example, is not just the intersection of the
cr ncepts "woman"and"doctor."Brewermakes
tl: case that it is a subtype of the category
'... 'oman," gender being the primary dimension
h. reo The concept"womanand doctor"is disting..ished from the concept "man and doctor"
\I rerein doctor is the primary dimension. The
" {Oman and doctor" is categorized mainly as a
" voman" with some additional attributes from
( e "doctor" category, whereas the "man and
( xtor" maybecategorized mainly as a "doctor"
v, ith theadditional feature of maleness. Thusthe
" vomandoctor" is basically a "woman" who is
L.sO a "doctor"butthe"mandoctor"isa"doctor" .
t 'ho just happens to be a "man." According to
:-,rewer, this difference in dominant aspects for
various multiple category situations is probably
.ue mainly to the individual's socialization or
=zarning history.
Clearly, there is evidencethat the perceiver
:s aware of the multiplicity of group member•hips and sometimes integrates this information
.n order to arrive at an appropriate response. In
.nost of the studies, the response of interesthas
xen a socialjudgmentreflective of one's social
.dentity. Neitherthe natureof the integrated information nor the integration process itself has
been elaborated upon. }1 shouldbe further noted
that in these studies, the subjectwas an ego-involvedperceiveractingon the multiplicity of his
or her own group memberships. This is due
mainly to the various researchers' focus on the
social identity issue. There is no information
available about whether the process holds for a
perceiver acting on the multiplicity of an unrelated target's group memberships.
Philippine Journal of Psychology

Proposed Models for the Structure of
Complex Social Categories
Theprimary focus of interestin thisresearch
is the structure of the complex category and its
relationship to the structure of its constituents.
More specifically, the content of the complex
multiple category representation andhowitcompares to that of its constituent simplecategories
is of interest here. Unlike in the natural object
and semantic domains, there are no elaborate
theories about complex social categories and
their structural relationship to their component
simple categories. The literature on multiple
groupmemberships, however, providesinsights
into several possibilities and various models
have been proposed. Using these insights and
borrowing elements from the naturalobject theoriestoexpandavailable models, severalmodels
forthestructure ofcomplex socialcategories will
be proposed. These models reflectvariousways
of feature integration in the complex multiple
category.
Thefirstmodelis the additivity model. In this
model, the description of the complex multiple
Figure1. Schematic diagramof
the proposedmodels

A. Theadditivity
model

B.Thehierarchical
model

C. Categoryconjunction
model

D. Emergent category
model

Note:The shaded areas surrounded by the dOlled line
represent thecomplex category.
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category is the, unionof the features of the component simple categories. Thus a "woman and
doctor" willbedescribed
in terms of the features
,
of woman plusthefeatures of doctor. SeeFigure
la for a diagram of this model.
The second model is the hierarchical model.
In this model, the description of the complex
category is coinposedprimarily of thefeatures of
one of the constituent categories (i.e., the dominant category) plus some features of the other
categories. Thus, the "woman and doctor" is '
categorized mainly as a woman withall the features of the "woman" category. However, in
addition, she hassomefeatures thatdifferentiate
her from theprototypic woman and theseare the
distinctive features from the "doctor" category,
including the category label itself. Unlike the
additive.model, however, thecontribution of features by the components is unequal and it is
expected that most, of the featuresare derived
from thedominant componentThecomplex categoryinthismodel isviewed as merely a subtype'
of the dominant simple category. Figure 1bprovidesa diagram of this model.
Category conjunction is a third possible'
model. In category conjunction, the complex
multiple category is represented in terms of the
common features of its simple constituents, as
theintersection of the components.The'woman
and doctor" may be described in terms of the
features heldjointly by the categories "woman"
and "doctor."A sample attribute mightbe "nurturant.' This model is depicted in Figure Ie.
A final possibility to be considered is an
emergent category model. The complex category may be represented as a concept totally
different from its constituents, possessing emer.gent, new attributes. The "woman and doctor"
may be described in terms of features unique
fromeither"woman"or"doctor"features.Refer
to Figure Id for a representation of this model.
, The contentstructure of a complex category
in all likelihood evolves over time and experience. It is possible that the models presented
abovecharacterize different stagesin the devel,
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opment ofa complex'category, Whenconfronted
withan unfamiliar complexcategory, for exam.ple, the perceiver may attempt to represent this
_by retrieving from memory the prototypes of the'
constituents and adding those togetherto arrive
at a complex prototype. Whetherthe additiveor
the hierarchical model applies will depend on
whether the constituent categories are equally
dominant or familiar. Equallydominantconstituents should be equally represented in the complex category list of features. A dominant ""
category may have moreattributes passed on to
thecomplex category comparedto the less dominantconstituent, resulting in a hierarchical feature structure. Over time, however, the
perceiver's initialcomplex category representationmaychange in content. Thiscouldbe due to
the fact that the person has had the chance to
process and integrate a more coherentcomplex
category representation from theconstituents. Or
more possibly, contact with category members
could have Ied to the discovery of the inappropriateness of someof the features in the original
representation or thediscovery of additional features. At this stage, the emergent model or the
category conjunction model maybe moreappropriate.
-, Hampton (1987) discussed the emergence of
new properties in the complex category which
resultfrom feedback-from one's experience with
thecategory. Greaterpersonal experience with a
complex category should result in the development or evolution of featural knowledge about
the complex category independent of-what one'
already knowsaboutits components. It ispossible that-the complex category acquires its own
set of features over time and experience. These
features may supplement or supplant what was
inherited from theconstituent simplecategories.
Thus,over time,an emergent complex category
mayresult.
Methodology

Two experiments wereconducted to answer
our questions of interest. Experiment2 was dePhlllpplne Journal of Psychology
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signed to replicate the findingsof Experiment.1
an.l to follow upon certainquestionswhichwere
or.medor left unanswered by the initial study.

Ex ieriment1
The firstexperimentwasdesignedto explore
the nature of the cognitive representation of the
co' nplex socialcategory.Of specificinterestwas
the content of this representation and its relation
to :he content of the representation of the simple
ccstituent categories. Subjects were one hundr, dand twentyUniversityof Califomia at Santa
Brbara undergraduates (86 females and 24
rm. 'es) who were enrolled in a Psych 1 class and
wlo participated in the experiments in partial
fu 'illmentof courserequirements. The true subjec.s (N = 30)wererandomlyassignedto thecells
of ,12 (category novelty: novel vs. existent) x 4
(ta.get category) mixed factorial design. The
fir- t factor was between subjects whereas the
secand one was manipulated withinsubjects. In
ad. ition, target category was a factor nested
wi. lin category novelty.
Subjectswere asked toconsidera novel combir: uion of social category memberships and
asl.zd to describe a memberof the complexcateg,'ry by listing 10 descriptiveadjectivesor featur.s this person may possess. Their responses
we e compared to the responsesof subjects who
de- cribed members of a known and familiar
cor iplex category. Descriptions of the complex
cat.gories were also comparedto descriptionsof
the r respectivesimple constituentcategories.
The feature lists were therefore our primary
der endent variables. Consensus lists were deriv.d from the attributes generated by the subjec :s using Cantor and Mischel's (1979)
prciedure. For each targetcategoryand category
str; cture, a list of attributes was obtained which
cor tained only those attributes that at least 2
suliects had listed. This particular criterion
wh: ch has been used by past researchers(Cantor
& 'i1ischel, 1979; Deaux, Winton, Crowley, &
Le. lis, 1985) was adopted in order to rule out
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idiosyncratic responses without excluding too
many of the given responses.
Similar responses were classified together
initially by the experimenter (on the basis of
thesaurus listings). Subsequently, two judges
from the same subject population (but uninvolved in the study) reviewed the lists independently of each other and indicated their
agreementor disagreementwith the initial classifications. Disagreements werethenresolvedby
discussion. This technique produced a set of
nonredundant consensus-based attribute lists.
Three consensus lists were derived for each target category,one for the complex multiplecategory condition and one for each of the simple
constituentcategoryconditions.
The consensus lists were used to score individual subject responses. This strategy has been
effectivelyusedin previouscognitiveresearchto
filterthiskind of data toarriveat a purer measure
ofthe salientfeatures includedin one's representation of the category. All analyses of variance
were conductedon the individualsubject scores.
There wereseveralgoals in this methcdological'approach. Of primary interest was the relationshipbetweenthecomplexcategoryattributes
and the attributes of its constituents. The applicabilityof the four modelspresented was tested.
It waspredictedthatthecomplexcategorywould
possessattributesof the constituentcategories to
varying degrees, depending on the applicable
model. If the additivity or hierarchical model
were true, we would expect each component
category to contribute features to the complex
category.Ifthe appropriatemodelwereadditive,
we wouldfurtherexpect that the attributecontribution from each constituent would be symmetrical. If the appropriatemodel were hierarchical,
however,there shouldbe more featuresfrom the
dominant or more salient component. If the category conjunction model were the case, we
would expect the complex category to have a
predominantproportionof its features to be features possessedjointly by its constituentcategories.Finally,if theemergentcategorymodel was
5

the applicable model, we would expect a large Experiment 2
proportion of the complexcategoryattributes to
Theparadigm for the secondexperimentwas
be new features.
very similar to the first experiment except for
Processingdifferences betweenthe complex some variations. Ninety-six University of.Calicategoryand its simpleconstituents werealsoof fornia, Santa Barbara undergraduates (68 feinterest in this study.How difficultor how easy males and 28 males) participated in partial
is it for subjectsto accessor retrieveinformation fulfillment of an introductory psychology course
about complex category compared to its con-- requirement. Subjects were randomly assigned.
stituents? If in conceptualizing a complex cate- to the cells of a 2 (category novelty) x 4 (target
gory one has to integrate information from the category nested within category novelty) x 6
simplecomponentcategories, thenit shouldtake' (order of presentation) mixed factorial design.
longerto accessor retrieveinformation aboutthe The firstand the thirdfactors wereboth between
complexcategorythanaboutthecomponent cat- subjects while the second factor was manipuegories. If we usecomplexcategories directly,it.. lated withinsubjects:
'should bejustas easytoaccessinformation about
Unlikein the firstexperiment, subjectsin the
it as it isto access information about the simple secondstudy were riotconstrainedto listingjust
constituentcategories once a complex category ten attributes but were asked to list as many
has' been established (i.e., a familiar, existent features as possible. This was done in order to
category).
obtaina measureof categoryrichness. It was of
A final goal in this experimentwas to com- interest in this study to compare the complex
pare existent complex categories with unfamil- category to its constituents in terms of richness
iar, novel complex oategories in order to track and thus, its ultimatepredictiveness.
any possibledevelopmental aspects of complex
The second study had several new features.
categories. It was predicted that novel complex First, the number of target categories was de. categories would differ from existent complex creased to two from the original four for the
categories in termsof structure and processing. ' novel and existent category conditions each in
A differentstructural modelcouldpossiblyapply orderto providea morefocused interpretation of
to the- novel complex'category compared to the . the data. Second, category structure was made
existent category. A pretest was conducted be- into a within subjects factor instead of the before actual experimentation to select the novel tween subjectsfactor in the firststudy to control
and familiar categories. Under novel complex for some of the within subjects variance. Each
'social categories were included artist-doctor, ,. subjecttherefore had to list featuresnot only for
athlete-judge, feminist-nun, priest-scientist. The the multiplecategory condition but also for the
existent categories were evangelist-swindler~
constituent categoryconditions;
minister-politician, soldier-statesman, singerResults and Discussion
actor. We- had also earlier decided to use these '
.occupational categories insteadof ethnicitycatThe results of the first experiment provided
I egories which mighthavebeen moreinteresting
someinteresting information about the complex
and real but would also have been more affec- cognitivecategory relative to its simple constittively-loaded and possiblyconfounded,making uentcategories. First, there wasevidenceto sugassessmentof the resultsmore problematic.
gestthatin thinkingabout thecomplexcategory,
. perceivers made use of information about ,the
simplecomponentcategories,
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TIbie 1. Experiment 1: Partition of Attributes in
the Complex Category.
Category novelty:
novel

existent

'ttribute Type

.16e
.22e
.24e
.390

:ategory x attribute
::ategory yattribute
)int

x and yattribute

lmergent attribute

•
•

•

Note.Numbt'rooromeanproportlonsotatlJibutMola particular type. Meonswilh
diff...nt GUp<lfocriptD diffo' Gignlliconlly ~om on. onotll .. (by tho Scheffa

poolhoc comparioon molhod)•

The data from the analysis of multiple categr -:y components showed that over half of the
at. ributes listed for the complex category were
al-0 attributes mentionedas characteristicof the
cc nponent simple categories.
In terms of the models tested, the results of
tl"l first experimentindicatedthat no singlepure
IT: xlel may be applicable. A combinationmodel
ir .egrating elements of the emergent, hierarchic, I, and the category conjunction models may
p:ovidea better fit whendescribingthe structure
o. the complex category.
It was also initially hypothesized that the
e-.istent complex category would ultimately
L nction just like any simple category. The list
f meration time data was consistent with this
r'ediction.
Table 2. Experiment 1: Baserate figuresfor
the varioustypes of attributes.
Category novelty:
novel

existent

Attribute type:
category

x attribute

cateqory yattribute
joint

•

."

x and yattribute

21.50
22.50

1.50

16.50

19.25
4.50

When the complex category was established
. nd familiar, the length of time to list its attri:iutes was not significantly different from the
.engthof timeto listattributesof theconstituents.
As in Experiment I, the resultsof the second
:uudy showeda similarpatternin therelationship
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of the constituentcategories to the complex category.
Table 3. Experiment 1: Proportion of subject
response to the total numberof possible
attributes.
Category novelty:
novel

existent

.08
.08
.33

.00
.07
.31

Attribute type:
category x attribute
category yattribute
joint

x and yattribute

The pattern in the proportion of attributes
from the varioussources (i.e., from each constituent independently. from the constituents
jointly, from neither constituent) for the existent
complex category was replicated in this study.
As in the first study, emergent properties were
also found to be very important and to play a
major role in complex category representation.
Another issue of interest addressed in the
secondstudywastherichnessand predictiveness
of the complex category compared to its simple
constituents. The resultsof thisexperimentdemonstrate that only when the complex category is
novel and perhaps still in the formative stage is
it less rich and predictive than the simple category.Onceestablishedand familiar,thecomplex
category is, at least, just as predictive as the
simplecategory.
Anotherfindingconsistentwith the results of
the first study was the perceptionby the subjects
that the novel complex category was significantly moredifficultto describethan theexistent
complexcategoryand its constituentcategories.
What do these results mean? Of interest in
these studieswas the natureof the representation
of a complex social category based on information about multiple group memberships. In previous research, simple categorization has been
the focus of interest. Even in cases of multiple
group membership, researchershaveargued that
social perceivers access only simple categories
at a time as the basis for their social judgments
(Allen et al., 1983).The work on cross-categori7

category wereeitherattributes of theconstituents
alone ~r emergent properties.
. The existentcomplex category,on the other
hand, was just as rich and predictive, was perceivedas beingjust as easy, and had list generation timesof the samelengthas theirconstituent
simple categories. The greatest proportion of
Table 4. Experiment 1: Partition of attributes in
attributes listedto describe the existentcomplex
the complexcategorytakinginto consideration
category werenew and emergentproperties.
categorydominance. ,
The present research accomplished several
Categorynovelty:
things. First, it established that perceivers can
novel
existent
and d~ have representations for complex social
Attributetype:
categories (or, at least, for compound categories
dominantcateqory
as thetargetcategories usedin theseexperiments
attribute
.438
were)independent of theirrepresentations of the
non-dominant category
attribute '
.1,8°
.ofl
simple
component categories. Given the multi.09°
joint attribute
.24b
plegroupmemberships of targetindividuals, this
emergentattribute
.28b
.388
suggests that it need not always be the casethat
social perceivers access only simple categories
Note. Numbers are mean proportions of attributes 01 a
particulartype. Means w~h differentsuperscriptsdiffer
as the basis for their socialjudgments. It is possignfficantlyfrom one another(by the Scheffepost hoc
comparisonmethod).
sible that social perceivers form complex categoryrepresentations
of a targetindividual based
The previous researchers discussed the weakening of category\ boundaries in crossed categori- on multiple group memberships. More research
zation (Arcuri, 1982) but failed to mention the needs to be done, however, to identify the facpossibility of changes in the featuralrepresenta- tors, both situational and dispositional, which '
tion of the amalgam category which may have mayinfluence the developmentand use of these
affected or led to the redefinition of category complex category representations.
Thereissufficientevidencefrom bothExperboundaries. The contribution of the presentresearchis a closer look at the natureof the cate- iments1and ito showthatthecomplexcategory
gory representation that is considered the , is a differententityfrom its components and.that
foundation of these intergroup processes. This it is represented by a composite incorporating
researchlookedarthe complex category in terms 'some elements of its constituents. There is'also
of itsfeatural representation andcompared com- evidence indicating thatthe complexcategory is
plex categories to its simple constituents. This represented notjust as a simpleunionor intersec, research also tried to look into possible evolu- tion of its constituents but is transformed into a
new category with emergentfeatures, attributes
tionaryaspectsof compiex categories.
which
do not comefrom its constituents.
Thepresentresearch produced severalresults
Whattheseexperiments do notaddress,howof interest. The data clearlyshowed a difference
ever,
is how the constituent attributes are sebetween novel and existentcomplex categories.
,
leeted
for inclusion in the complex category
The novel complex category was less'rich and
predictive (i.e., had fewerattributes listed), was prototype. A logical next step in the research
perceived to be more difficult by subjects, and shouldaddressthisissue.Moreworkshouldalso .
had longer list generation times than their con- be'doneto testif theresultsof theseexperiments
stituent simple categories. The majority of the apply equally, withan involved social perceiver
attributes listed to describe the novel complex. who is a member of eitherone of the constituent
zation(Deschamps & Doise, 1978; Commins &
Lockwood, 1978;Vanbeselaere, 1987; Breweret
al., 1987), however, weakens this argument by
demonstrating that perceivers can and 00 use
integrated information about the multiple category memberships as the basisof theirresponse.
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categories or of the complex category. The
generalizability of the findings to categories
other than the occupational categories we used
should also be explored. In addition, more research should be done to find out what limits
there are, if any, on the number of simplecategories that can be integrated into a complex
category.
The exactrole of joint attributes in the complex category representation and how this role
may differ in the novel versus existentcomplex
category conditions is also an intriguing question. Is category overlap a necessary condition
for complex categories to form?
Considering the overallpicture, the research
data provided strong evidence for an emergent
modelof complex categorization withelements
of hierarchicality and conjunction. In bothnovel
and existentcategory conditions, theproportion
of emergent attributes was much higher than
otherattribute sources, therelativeproportion of
joint attributes included wasveryhigh,andattributes of the subject's dominant category were
morelikelyto be included.
Theevolutionary characterof therepresentation of the complex category was less clearly
demonstrated in the present research. The data
on the contentof the subject's representation of
the complex category was foundto be reflective
of differential baserates, making it moredifficult
to isolate the effects due to category development. Thecauseofthebaserate differences, however, is open to question and a case could be
.irgued for complex category development from
.iovel to familiar.
The novel complex category was also dem~. nstrated to be less rich and predictive and was
'. iewed as more difficult to describe than the
e dstent category and its constituent categories.
T re existent complex category, on the other
h.nd, appeared just as richand predictive and as
e. sy to describe as the simple categories. This
et: uity with the simple r;ategory in terms of its
pr.xlictiveness andeaseofuseplusthecomposite
pr:itotyperepresentation is whatmakes theexisPh.llppine Journal of Psychology

tent complex category a potentially powerful
approach to changing stereotypes and social
identities, and reducing intergroup discrimination.
It mustbe emphasized that the stimulus categories usedin thestudywereinitiallyssructured
to limitpossibledominance effects. Noun-noun
combinations joined by a conjunction were used
to controlfor the possibility that one of the constituentcategories would be selectedby subjects
as thedominant, "headconcept." In addition, the
constituent categories belonged tothesamelevel
ofcategorization, generally occupational groups.
Nevertheless, the results of analysis exploring
the dominance aspect indicated that categories
may be viewed unequally by subjects and that
one category may playa moredominantrole in
the complex category representation as posited
by the hierarchical model.
This is not complete agreement, however,
withBrewer's (I988) rigidstancein favorof the
hierarchical model. According to Brewer, "socialcategories (person 'types') are nestedwithin
superordinate setsdefined bypartitionings along
a fewprimary dimensions (p. 10)." The subtype,
Brewer's closest version of the complex category,is neverreally independent of its dominant
constituent underwhich it is typed. Thisresearch
arguesfor other possibilities.
One suchpossibility is basedon a moreflexible approach to the question of how category
dominance may affect complex category representation presented by Hampton (1987). He argued that the dominant constituent has a more
dominant role in determining the attributes includedin the representation of the complex category. Thus thecomplex category inheritsmore
traitsfrom the dominant constituent and the importance of-an attribute to the complex category
more closely resembles its importance to the
dominant component. Hampton tested his
hypotheses by having subjects rate the features
of the complex category or of its constituents i::l
termsof theirimportance to the concept. Dominance of the constituent categories had been

established in a prior research. His results supportedhis hypothesis on dominance. Hampton's
work provides a Possible paradigm for testing
dominance effects in complex socialcategories
... in futureresearch.
In addition; moreworkshould bedoneto test
if the resultsof theseexperiments apply equally

withan involved social perceiverwhois a member of either one of the constituent categories.or
.ofthecomplex category. Moreworkshouldalso
be done to find out whatlimits there are, ifany,
on the number of simple. categories that Can be
integrated into a complex category.
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